
LUXURY CUSTOM SPRINTER VANS



PLUG IN | BUSINESS CLASS
Climb aboard our flagship model, and it’s as if you’ve entered the cabin of a private 

jet. Whether you’re commuting between regional offices, entertaining customers, 

tailgating with friends or traveling with family, our Mercedes Sprinter luxury van 

conversions are designed to meet the demands of executive lifestyles. 

Fingertip access to satellite TV, Wi-Fi, iPad® pods and a premium sound system 

keeps your productivity in high gear on the road. Sumptuous leather reclining 

chairs, exquisite wood tables, custom carpeting and dozens of other customizable 

features allow you to relax and travel in uncompromised comfort.



GET AWAY | WEEKENDER RV
Ready to feed your wanderlust a gourmet meal of luxury and versatility? Our 

Weekender conversion luxury van offers the best of both worlds – the utility of 

an RV crafted with the luxury of our Business Class Sprinter. 

Exquisite high-end trim finishes are combined with modern conveniences like 

a larger refrigerator, microwave oven, galley, rear head and more. There’s plenty 

of tech onboard (wide screen TVs, Wi-Fi, premium audio), and plenty of seating 

options for socializing and relaxing. An extensive array of customization options 

lets you include all of the amenities you need for traveling in style.



MERCEDES ENGINEERING

Your luxury van conversion starts with the legendary quality, 

performance and engineering of the Mercedes-Benz Sprinter – 

the most advanced commercial van on the road today. 

A spirited V6 turbo diesel engine with BlueTEC clean-diesel 

technology powers an optional new 4x4 drivetrain with on-

demand all-wheel drive. Safety innovations like Acceleration 

Skid Control, which offers reassuring stopping power and 

handling stability, are enhanced with a new Crosswind Assist 

feature that helps keep your van under tight control at 

highway speeds. 

Choose from three wheelbase lengths, two roof heights and 

a range of colors. Of course, the real payoff is inside, where 

our specialization in Mercedes-Benz translates cavernous 

interior space, tall standing height and class-leading payload 

capacities into luxurious space with all the room you need to 

succeed and entertain.

      Visit mwautodesigns.com to view photo galleries for all of our Sprinter models.



ENTERTAIN WHAT’S POSSIBLE

Our luxury conversion vans bear little resemblance to any van 

you’ve ever seen. They’re a remarkable blend of technology and 

handcrafted luxury that feels like a private jet with wheels instead 

of wings. Step inside, and you’re immersed in first-class amenities 

offering the perfect escape from what’s outside. And the perfect 

escape to...wherever.

To the designers, craftsmen and technical wizards of Midwest 

Automotive Designs, anything’s possible. Imagine a business 

command center that doubles as a plush social gathering space 

for family and friends. Think of the jaws that will drop at tailgate 

parties when you swing open the rear doors to reveal a wide-

screen HDTV and custom sound system. 

With a Mercedes Sprinter van converted to your specifications, 

and crafted to our high standards, you’ll make the most of every 

hour. Every day. And every memorable weekend. 

SINCE 2003

      Call us at (574) 522-4878 or email sales@mwautodesigns.com to discuss your ideas.
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